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The theory for all fundamental particles proposed earlier is
 
further discussed and the higher hadron supermultiplets [N ,N] and 
the corresponding mass levels of the various spins and parities have 
been calculated, where NoN refer to the dimension numbers of the 
groups SO(3,2) and U(3,1), respectively. The results of the theory 
and the experimental data on hadron masses are found to be in 
excellent accord. The parities of the particles are obtained un­
ambiguously and the theory predicts 2 and higher spin mesons in 
addition to known ones. In the extreme limit of the parameters p 
and X where p=O, X=O, the [5,4], [5,6], [5,10], [5,15] levels each 
describe the photon whilst the level [5,20] yields the graviton 
as a massless 2+ particle. The limit p=O, X=O for the baryon and 
the lepton supermultiplets [4bN], [4,,N], respectively, when coupled 
together imply the existence, at the lowest levels [4b, 4 ] and [49.41, 
of two s = i, 2-component neutrinos. Higher spin massive and massless 
leptons are also predicted. The most fundamental feature of the 
wave equation is the prediction of a periodicity in the hadron and 
t 	 Research sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 
Office of Aerospace Research, U.S. Air Force, under Grant No. 
AF-AFOSR-1268-67 and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
under-NASA grant no. NGL 10-007-010. 
and lepton spectra. The recurrence of the lower level mass
 
structures in the higher levels with the different values of the
 
parameters p, X and m lead to a new basis for the proliferation 
of the particle states and their interaction patterns. In a space 
of spin, Ct (= B + Z), the Z-quantum number, &P and internal quantum 
numbers, all baryons and also all mesons are identical systems 
occupying different states. No two baryons or two mesons can 
occupy the same state and therefore their wave functions must be 
antisymmetric with respect to an interchange of their respective 
quantum numbers s,ct, Z, 6 etc. This super-exclusion principle 
will play a basic role in the formulation of the interaction concept 
of this theory. A further consequence of the theory is the prediction 
of integral spin leptons described by the supermultiplets [5,,N] 
and [IO£,N]. The presence of such particles could be related, 
besides W-bosons, to the existence of a new type of weak interaction 
violating the various discrete symmetries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 
In the previous paper(1 , to be referred to as I, a wave 
equation describing the energy levels of the free hadron was proposed.
 
A preliminary numerical analysis led to the identification of the
 
first eight free baryon levels in the mass relations
 
1 1 1 1 (1.1)ME Mo M- M + 
and
 
11 1 1 1 (1.2)-r ­
n E A 
of the supermultiplets [4,6] and [4,1] , [4,4] , respectively, where 
each supermultiplet is designated by its principal quantum numbers NO 
(dimension number of S0(3,2) and N (dimension number of U(3,1)) in
 
the form [N , N]. It has been pointed out in I that the only 
physically relevant representations of SO(3,2) are for No = 4,5 and 
10 dimensions, while N of U(3,1) ranges over 1, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, .. 
However there are two sets of 4 x 4 matrices which form the bases 
for the 4-dimensional representations of the group SO(3,2). These
 
1. 1 1. 1
 
two sets are 7y, and -yy , both of which satisfy 
the commutation relations of the S0(3,2). These two representations
 
(1) B. Kurquno4lu, -'THEORY OF RELATIVISTIC SUPERMULTIPLETS, I. BARYON
 
MASS SPECTRUM. Center for Theoretical Studies preprint CTS-HE-69-4.
 
(To appear in the Physical Review D 2 issue, February 19701.
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when combined can form the-basis for the 4-dimensional representation
 
of SU(2,2). Thus in the latter sense the two representations of
 
SO(3,2) , to be referred to as B and L-representations, respectively,
 
are related within the SU(2,2). The L-representation 1 i C, 
of SO(3,2) will be applied to lepton classification where we shall
 
see that the parameter p in the lepton wave equation
 
(TVyy pV - i mc) T = 0 (1.3) 
will have to be restricted to p<l. The matrices TV , as in the 
baryon wave equation 
(E1y p - iMc) TB = 0 , (1.4) 
are defined as the linear combination of the generators F + p gv 
and J1 of the group U(3,1) ,
 
= 1 U, + p + ) (1.5)
PV P 1V PVP 
where the range of the parameter X for the leptons differs from its
 
range of values for the baryons.
 
In this paper we shall continue with further investigation of
 
the hadron wave equation
 
(T p - iMc) TH = 0 , (1.6) 
:3
 
where the four matrices i belong to No = 4 (for baryons), or to 
N = 5, 10 (for mesons) of the SO(3,2) representations. 
The quantized field theory of the present model implies that
 
the spin and statistics connection of the elementary systems can
 
be discussed within the framework of SO(3,2) symmetry breaking.
 
Each member of the supermultiplets [4,N] B and [4,N]Y will obey the
 
Fermi-Dirac statistics while each member of the supermultiplets
 
[5,N] and [10,N] shall obey the Bose-Einstein statistics. The
 
relation between breaking of the SO(3,2) symmetry and the spin and
 
statistics connection is based on the observation that the Dirac
 
and Kemmer wave equations break the SO(3,2) symmetry at a rate of
 
P-where p is the momentum of the particle. This property, in our
 
Mc 
theory, is taken over and generalized further by including the
 
group U(3,1) (which has no double-valued representations) to induce
 
a level structure to all the states of the hadron.
 
Like the Fermi-Dirac systems, the mesons also are of two-prong
 
type, i.e., both [5,N] and [10,N] are meson supermultiplets obeying
 
the same symmetry laws as contrasted to [4,N]P and [4 ,N]B which have
 
different discrete symmetries. Both 5 and 10 dimensional representa­
tions of S0(3,2) obey the Kemmer-Duffin algebra
 
P 'Yp + p Y P = - (g\p+ g vp ) (1.7) 
just as both y and y5 representations of S0(3,2) obey the Dirac
 
algebra
 
4 
YVYV + YyYv - - 9vv 
Operating with p?JpvpP on both s ide s  of ( 1 . 7 ) ,  we obtain 
Hence, using the  Kemmer equation 
we obta in  
(p2 - m2 c 2 ) @  = 0 , 
which i n  momentum space implies 
The same procedure appl ies  f o r  t h e  Dirac algebra and leads  t o  the  
Statement (1.10) . We thus see  t h a t  No = 4L ,  No = 4B and No = 5 ,  10 
a r e  the  only physical ly re levant  representa t ions  of t h e  group S0(3,2) .  
F inal ly ,  we remark t h a t  wi th in  t h e  group SO (3,2) the re  e x i s t s  
a po s s i b i l i t y  of obtaining mesons whose d i s c r e t e  symmetries d i f f e r  
from [5,Nl and 110,Nl. For example, t h e  algebra (1 .7)  can be 
s a t i s f i e d  by taking i B 6 i n  place of 6 , where 
5 ?J ?J 
5
 
B B5 + B5 = 0 , BB = , = - i (%B5 - BB) (1.11) 
Thus as can easily be verified the matrices B and B belong to
 
the Lie algebra of SO(3,2).
 
2. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [4,10]
 
The energy levels of the supermultiplets [4,4] and [4,6] were
 
discussed in great detail in I. The method of I was useful only
 
for the sake of a general presentation of the theory and also for 
a systematic spin decomposition of the wave equation. Here we
 
shall introduce a much shorter technique which yields the same results 
and is based on the space-time symmetry classification of the wave 
functions leading to coupled sets of equations for each spin in a
 
supermultiplet. For the definition of the various symbols and
 
quantities the reader should consult I. In order to illustrate the
 
method we shall recalculate the levels for the [4,6]. 
The wave equation for the supermultiplet [4,6], using the
 
definitions of r, J., and also the wave function
 
Ta= - 2lwQ a T 
can be written as
 
[(p-l)y"PP -imcp] 4 '['VI + (l+iX) (YmPtpv] -ypP [p ]) + 
(1-il) (pPY P[PV] - pV P[pP]) = 0 , (2.1) 
where a square bracket around the indices implies antisymmetry while a 
curly bracket implies symmetry under permutations of the respective
 
indices and
 
6
 
where the Dirac index a of the wave function has been suppressed.
1+
 
The two + wave functions of the [4,61 can be represented in the
 
form
 
1 p v(2.2)
rj = l [ , 12 p P riv] (22 
Introducing the definitions (2.2) in (2.1) we obtain the coupled
 
equations
 
[( iP3 -4(p + 2iX)pn (2.3)L(p + 2 A-3)y p imcpjni c]2 = 0 
[(p + 2i -1)yp + imcpii -( l-ix)p =0 (2.4) 
, we find that both rj and r satisfyHence, eliminating rj or n 
the wave equation 
[y 1 p - i~c]1 = [y1 p1 -ic]n =0 (2.5) 
with
 
2
p2(p2+4X 2+3)_m c2p2 
lhc = 2mcp 
from which, as in I, we obtain the mass spectrum 
mp = ZB + B/ [p2 + 4(1+X 2)] p2 = M2c2 (2.6)
M(Z,B) 
where 
7
 
=-1 and B=+ 1 (baryon number). 
The Z quantum number appears in all the baryon multiplets. 
3+
 
The two 2 wave functions
 
Y IPP) = 1 V + (2.7) 
obey the coupled wave equations
 
[(p + ix)y1p - imcp]n + (1 - ix)pI = 0 , (2.8) 
[(p + iX-2)ypp +imcp]rj + 2(p + iX)p rj = 0 (2.9) 
where we used the fact that the wave functions 1- and I2P' as 
follows from the projection operators (6.2) of I, satisfy the
 
relations
 
y = 0 , p P Y == 0 , 6 = 0 (2.10) 
The equations (2.8), (2.9) lead to
 
[<yp - ixc]n = [y'pP - ic]n = 0 (2.11) 
where now
 
m2c2P2 _ 2 (P22) 
2mc p
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and the corresponding mass spectrum is
 
mp 
- ZB + BV (p2 + X2 + 1) (2.12)
M(ZB)
 
For the supermultiplet [4,10], using the definitions (A.3.1),
 
(A.3.2) for r , J of I, the wave equation can be split up in 
the form
 
(yPp -imc) P = 0 (2.13) 
and
 
[(p-l)y 1Pp-imcp] T [P]+ (l+iX) (y1pPT [pV]-YVpPT[pill) +(1-iX) (pP [pT ]-pVYPT [pO]
 
= 0 (2.14) 
which is the same as the wave equation of the supermultiplet [4,6].

1
 
The four spin - wave functions of [4,101 can be defined as
 
=1 n[] V (2.15) 
I1 '''[V] 2'z Y 11I Y 511 4~= p si-i 
where and ? are the wave functions (2) of a pair of particles

3 4
 
and they satisfy the coupled set of equations
 
(y1 p + imc) r + 2p4 = 0 , (2.16) 
(yp- - imc) =0 (2.17) 
P 4 
1 Xc(2) The quantity 2-u T[Xw]' with Xw = 1,2,...5, is a scalar under 
SO(3,1) transformations and a four dimensional spinor under the
 
-areSL(2,C) transformations, where a = - 7 i (y-yy~1 the 
ten generators of the group SO(3,2) and where { X yW}= - 2g... The 
gxW is the metric tensor of the group S0(3,2), g" =-g = 11 gP = 0, 
g = , g., = - , where p = l,..4, and j,k 1,2 The y are 
the fiHe Dirac kmatrices y" and y.. Hence we see that the Atates 
T describe negative parity Pparticles. 
9
 
From (2.14) we obtain the same mass spectrum (2.6) of the super­
multiplet [4,6]. The equations (2.16) and (2.17) yield the mass m
 
1­for the remaining two T particles of [4,10]. In deriving the
 
equations (2.16) - (2.18) we used the relations
 
Y1(ypv)= (y Vpv))l - 2p" 
yPyV (yPp) = (yPp )yPyV + 2(ptyV - yV 1)
 
3 
The three 2 states of [4,10] are represented by
 
Sv] 21.= V+ , V+(2.18) 
1P11VI 21 phv] all 511 
where c3P represents a 3- particle and where, as in the case of 
[4,6], the superscript (+) of V signifies the action of the 
3 
projection operator (6.2) of I on IP[pV] for the state of spin f ,
 
and each of (2.18) satisfy the relations of the type (2.10). The
 
wave functions ' 211 obey the same set of coupled equations
 
as in [4,6] and the wave function C31 satisfies the equation 
11 (2.19)(ypp - imc) Sp = 0 
3-
Hence the mass of the Y particle is just m. 
From the discussion in I of the [4,4] and [4,6] mass spectra 
it is clear that the parameters p and X will, for the supermultiplet 
[4,10], assume a different set of values from [4,4] and [4,6]. 
10
 
In I, it was also shown that the mass formulas (1.1) and (1.2) 
could be fit with various other combinations of s = and2
 
s 3 All these fits correspond, of course, to different sets
 
1+ 
of values for the parameters p and X. Thus the pair of f and 3+
 
the pair of e of [4,10] mass levels are given by (7.17) of I
 
2 
and therefore they can fit a mass relation of the type (1.1) with 
different mass values than those used in [4,61. Furthermore the 
parameters p and X also assume different values from that of 
Sand also the3
 
[4,6]. The remaining pair of are of equal
 
mass represented by the parameter m. All of these masses of
 
[4,10], as follows from (7.17) of I, can be expressed in a single
 
expression
 
2
M(Z,s) ZB + B! [p 2 + Z2 (X + )( - s(s+l) (2.20) 
3
 
where s = 1, 3, B (= + 1) is the baryon number and the Z-quantum
 
1 

number assumes the values -1, 0, 1. The mass formula (2.24) differs 
from (7.17) of I in the appearance of Z2 in the square root and 
also in the fact that the Z = 0 and s 1 is doubly degenerate while2 
z = 0, s = 4is a singlet. 
3. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [4,15]
 
In order to compare our model with the current theory and ex­
periments and to derive further conclusions from it we shall derive
 
the mass spectra for the [4,15] and also for one of the [4,20].
 
11
 
The wave equation for the [4,15], as follows from the definitions
 
(A.4.1), (A.4.2) of I for the generators r and J,, respectively,
 
can be written in the form
 
1 1 ymp] T (l+iX)l) i iP 
Hp- )Yp-imcpl [ab] - gac gbd Y p [cd]- 4lipPV()ab(JlVPcd 
Icl..iX)y~p (J) =0,)[cd]-
1 
V(-JPab (P cd [cd] 0 
(3.1)
 
where the Dirac spinor index is suppressed and where gab (a,b =1,...,6) 
are the elements of the matrix r'5 defined by (A.2.20) of I. In the 
derivation of (3.1) we used the relations 
T J2 ab cd =ad 6bc ac 6bd +gad gbc- gac (3.2) 
between the generators (J- of the N=6 representation of U(3,1).
 
The relations (3.2), as will be seen, play a fundamental role in
 
predicting negative parity particles.
 
Now, on multiplying (3.1) through with the coefficients (J )ab 
and summing over a and b (= 1,2,.. .6) and using the relations 
r J V ='Tr I) ( = 9Pgr - g9 9g 'Vr (3.3)
r5 j 11 ~= 1 ' IV 5 4 aa pa aID = -b gPli 
we obtain the wave equation for the supermultiplet [4,6] given by
 
(2.1). Hence we see that the [4,15] contains a mass spectrum of the
 
same form as the spectrum'of [4,6]. Thus the [4,6] subspectrum of
 
1+ 3+
 
the [4,i5] consists of a pair of L and a pair of + particles
 
12
 
described by the 24-component wave function 
1 i Tr (J T) (3.4)
2[ T-
where T represents the matrix form of the wave function T [ab] The 
sum rule for the mass spectrum of n[pv] is the same as (1.1) but the 
parameters pX and m assume different values from that of the 
[4,61 and therefore the corresponding particle masses are also
 
different from the [4,6] supermultiplet.
 
The remaining members of [4,15], as indicated by the reduction
 
(A.4.3) of the T[ab]' are described by the wave function 
= 1i Tr (F r YNs) (3.5) 
where (r V){abI refer to the generators of the [4,6] and where
 
=0 (3.6)
 
The corresponding wave equation can be obtained by multiplying
 
(3.1) through with the coefficients (r V) Ia'b} ga'a and summing over 
a,b and a' as 
(yPpp -imc) { = 0 (3.7) 
The appearance of the r (=.gab) in the definition C3.5) of the
 
13
 
wave function 4{\} implies, clearly, that it describes negative
 
parity particles. This can, more readily, be seen in terms of
 
space-time transformation properties of the wave function. Thus 
using the definitions (see appendix A of I)
 
1 a gIVPOgab Q~ Qpab EJVP' gab E8 p Qiva Qpab (3.8) 
the wave function as defined by (3.5), can be written as
 
vI} i (rIa'b gala 1ab = 
1 Y Pa (gy T[ ] [p ]+ gy T[ ,[o ] 
(3.9) 
where
 
T (Q'a Q - (3.10) 
'V[pvl,[pa]]4 IV pab Qvb paa[ab] ( 
The wave function can be decomposed, according to its spin
 
content, into the wave functions
 
1 p1 p 1V ' a Pp .p 'ty} (3.11) 
for a pair of i particles,
 
-V=lv I Y r (3.12) 
11 Pp itpV 21' P\ 
14 
with 
YPI =4 ,P4)a 	 ,p4) z=" P4 ,z 	 '- =-4 ' ¢4) =0p p Y2 	 pP11 P p 2
 
for a pair of 2 particles, and2
 
1

= _ p 1 = 0 	 (3.13)
P Ip p 1 
5 
for a 2- particle. A further reason for the presence of negative 
parity particles in the [4,15] is contained in the structure of 
the Pauli-Lubansky operator 
W	AB= 1 Y I p pv 
p - T AB - T 1v)AJ )B T V [AB]- T2 Y, ppvPI [AB1 Y P 
(3.14)
 
where the subscripts A and B are used in place of [ab] and [cd],
 
respectively and where we used the relations
 
=(P)[AC] (JPV) [CB] - (JV)A (Jx )B ' 6AB =ac 6bd 'ad 'bc 
1
 
i (J ) [AB] - g (p a)A ( P 
PJ )[AC] ( VP) [CB]= - 1 
The second term on the right side of (3.14) is defined by (3.2).
 
Hence we see that the presence of the latter allows the presence
 
of the negative parity particles. This observation is, of course,
 
compatible also with the structure of the wave equation (3.1).
 
The equation (3.1) because of its second term can be multiplied
 
15
 
through by ga'b to see the negative parity structure in all the 
terms. 
From (3.7) and the definitions (3.11) - (3.13) of the wave 
functions we obtain the coupled set of wave equations 
1 11
(Y p -imc)4, = 0 , (y p + imc) 2+2p4, = 0 , (3.15) 
(y'p1-imc)4,P = 0 , (y 1p + imc)2p+2p4 P = 0 
(Y1p -imc) P = 0 
Hence we see that all of the above five negative parity particles
 
have equal masses represented by m.
 
4. THE SUPERD4ULTIPLET [4,20]
 
It has been pointed out in I that the group U(3,1) has two 
20-dimensional representations defined by {ab}(V{aa}= 0) and V[abc]" 
Here we shall discuss the symmetric wave function T{ab} and defer 
the fully anti-symmetric wave function V[abc] or its dual representation 
1 e [ to the future publications in this series. The fully
6 abcd f def] 
anti-symmetric tensor £abcdef , as for s , has only one non­
vanishing component where the indices a,b,...f(= 1,2,...6) have 
different values. 
The wave equation of the [4,20], as follows from (A.5.1) and
 
(A.5.2) of I, can be written as
 
2 11 l(l+ix)yppO
[(p+ i)y11-imcP]Y{ab}-~ 1 gab 1 X{ X 

1 P a2X 1,Pr U 
- 2 iA)YP(rGX){ab}'p ±T [gab Y P pa +(r p) {abY = 0 
(4.1) 
where
 
C= i Tr(' T) 4 1 Tr(r T) , 4 = 0 , (4.2) 
and where we used the relations
 
1 6 2=(rp1v){ab}(rV){cd 6ad 6bc + 6ac bd - 3 ab cd -5 gab gcd (4.3) 
It must be observed that, because of the non-compactness of
 
the group U(3,1), the wave function 1 does not vanish, viz.,
 
Tb= (j 8 {[p],[p} (4.4) 
where
 
Tj = T11 + W2Z + T33 = ( j 
so that T33 is just the complex conjugate of T... In all the above
33
 
relations the Dirac spinor indices have been suppressed. The 1 is 
the wave function of a particle where the space-time 
tensor-spinor form of the [4,20] wave function, is defined by
 
17
 
T1 Q Q +Q- Q T(4.5)
 
{pv],[Cp]}= - 4 (pva Qpub + Qvb paa{ab})
 
glp gvu T{[Pv] ,[P] = 0 
Hence, by contracting, we obtain
 
gva T {(] [pa]} g (v){ab }T{ab} ' (4.6) 
which is the same as (4.2). By using the definition (4.6) in
 
(4.1) and noting that gab(Fr){ab = 0 we obtain a wave equation 
for the reduced wave functions and , 
+
[(p+ 2)ypp -umcp]{} - (1+iX)p(y Y ­
1 21 Y9 
-(l-iX) (PP 2V + PaV 2 P 2 PV Pv 2 73 (Ya v + VII- 2 P p 
(4.7) 
where 
11 P1 p" p = p PP 143 = p (4.8) 
il P 1Pp al lip P III a p2 alP 
and where we used the relations
 
1 ) + 1 (4.9)
T (rpv)ab (Fpa)cd = goa 9v p Pg g 2 %p a-
18
 
Operating on the (4.7) by pi'pV, Y p and also on the (4.1) 
by gab we obtain the coupled set of equations
 
_2i)ylp _imcplp
[(p- X3 +(2iX-l)p) ± /3 y'pi = 0 , (4.10)2 P- 1 2 P1 
[(p- 1 -2iA)ypp +imcpl4 +2(p- -- 3i)p - 3 /3pC = 0 (4.11) 
[(p- LY) - imcp] ±- /3'p a (4.12) 
2 
whihdscrbe t (4)14 ) and one ~.()particles. From (4.10)­
(4.12) it follows that the three wave functions 4),4) and satisfy 
the wave equation 
(7Yp - iMc) = O (4.13) 
where 4 - 4)'4 or ? and where 
M _ g+x2 
mp h+fx2
 
3 -(p2-3p+ 57(4.14)
2-- T- + 81)(.4 
= (p 1 23 1 mcph = )(8X 2 +p 2-4p+ r)+ 3 (p+ ) , x - P 
From (4.13) and (4.14) we obtain the cubic equations
 
x ± fx2 + gx ± h = 0 , (4.15) 
19
 
where the + and - signs of f and h refer to particles and anti­
particles, respectively. Thus if we let x , x , x represent1 2 3 
the roots of the cubic equation (4.15) with the + sign, then
 
-x , -x , -x are the roots of (4.15) with the - sign.1 2 3 
The roots x , x , x satisfy the linear relation 
1 2 3 
x + x + x =-f (4.16) 
1 2 3 
Hence we obtain the "sum rule" 
1 + 1 + 1 1 3 (4.17) 
r M- r - 2i--p­
1 2 3 
where, as will be shown, the M , M refer to negative masses and
 
1 2 
where m and p on the right hand side will be eliminated in favor
 
3+ 
 3- 5­
of the masses for the 3, and 5 particles. 
The (±) signs in the equations (4.1), (4.7) and (4.1O)-(4.12) 
originate from the N=20 representation of the r, as given by 
(A.5.1) of I where it has been pointed out that the + sign (or
 
- sign) can be transformed into - sign (or + sign) by a parity trans­
formation on the two pairs of indices of the (UI'){{ab},{cd}
 
affected by ) {ab}( ){cd It is interesting that the commutation 
relations of the group U(3,1) contain, for the N=20 representations,
 
those solutions in its structure which make the emergence of a
 
negative parity state 1 along with a pair of positive parity states
 
4 and 4 , as seen from (4.10)-(4.11), a Lorentz invariant fact. 
Now from the theory of cubic equations it follows that the
 
three roots of (4.15) are given by
 
20
 
4/(- a) (2 ) COS (Z-+ t) - 1 Bf (4.18) 
4 3c 2 ) co 3~ 3) 3 
where Z =0, + iB=+i, xM
 
M
 1 
4f2 20 2 1 a =-4(If + 2X +3), b = [6 f(f 2 +9X 2 )] 
cos /(227 
(27 , A = 4a 3 + 27b2 
2a/ (-a) 
2
1 2 +) +8(1+X 2 ) 3 +f(l+X 2)(f 2+9X 2 ) +
 
-T.) A = 1+6(1+X) + I- (1+2 ) +8
 
2)
f2 (?4+12X 2+9+f
 
and therefore -A>O , (4.19) 
so that the cubic equations have three pairs of real and unequal 
roots. The functions y(= Bx 3 + fx 2 + Bgx + h) assume their maximum 
(minimum) and minimum (maximum) values at the points X1 - -[f-/(3a)] (>0)1 
and X2 = - 4 [f+/(-3a)] (<0), respectively. At the points XI and X2 
the second derivative y" for B = 1 satisfies the inequalities y" Ix)>0 
and y"(X )<O. Therefore,2F because of the relations IX21 > IXII , h > 0 
of the three roots of y = 0 (with B = 1) the two of them are negative 
and one is positive, whilst for the case B = -1 the two roots are
 
positive and one is negative. Hence we see that we have three
 
positive and three negative roots corresponding to baryons and anti­
baryons, respectively. These roots are as given by (4.18).
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The higher spin reduction of the equation (4.7), after using 
the projection operator (8.7) of I for the spin - , consists of the 
coupled set of equations 
1 -i V + +p 
[(P- -iX)y p -imcp] - (1-ix)p4 = 0 (4.20)V 11.I 21 
2-X +
3(P v + 2(p- T5 -3iX)p4+ = 0[(P+  -iX)yp1 +imcp]l 2 (4.21)
 
3+
 
which describe two particles. The mass spectrum corresponding
 
to (4.20) and (4.21) is given by
 
mp3
 
m- - ZB + BV [q + s(s+l)+p(p-l)+5X1] (4.22)
 
3 
wheres-=and Z =+, B =+ . Hence putting M =M for Z =- ,

4 
B = 1 and M = M 
5 
for Z = 1, B 1, we can write the relation 
2 1 1 (4.23) 
mp M M 
5 4 
On combining (4.17) and (4.23) we obtain
 
1 + 1 1 3(1l) 1 (4.24)M+ - T- -) +424 
1 2 3 4 5 
where m will be eliminated with the use of the mass relations for
 
the other members of the [4,20].
 
3- 5-
The wave functions of the remaining two 3 and three
 
baryons can be constructed from 
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1 +1.T( 9s+ ) 
i T=r(F r TP+ ) , ] = Tr(J, F T (4.25) 
where the superscript (+) signifies the absence of spin states
 
in the wave functions (4.25). Now using the relations
 
Tr(r r'F ) = Tr(J F F ) = 0 (4.26)P5 p5U11V 111)l~ 
and the wave equation (4.1) of the [4,20] we find that the wave
 
functions (4.25) satisfy the equation
 
[(P+ 2)Yp imcp]i{ 1} = [(p+ 7) pCV -imcP [ ] = 0 (4.27) 
The F, and J in (4.25) and (4.26) refer to N=6 representation
 
3­
of U(3,1). From (4.27) it follows that the two 2 and the three
 
5 
ybaryons described by the wave functions (4.25) have equal masses
 
given by
 
M6 = Bmp (4.28)P+
 
It is interesting to observe that the mass (4.28) was obtained
3+ 
in I for the spin singlet of the supermultiplet [4,4]. This kind 
of periodicity in the baryon spectrum is one more novel aspect of
 
the present theory. Now, on eliminating the parameters p and m 
between (4.23), (4.24) and (4.28) and remembering that M and M 
i 2in (4.17) referred to negative mass we obtain the sum rule of the 
23 
supermultiplet [4,20] in the form
 
1 +1 1 1 1 1 (4.29)
M M M IN M1 2 3 5 4 6 
1 3 3where M , M , M are spin I and M , M spin , M both spin
1 2 4 5 2 65 
and spin 1 and furthermore M and M refer to the masses of the3 6 
negative parity baryons of the [4,20]. All of the masses appearing
 
in (4.29) are now positive.
 
5. DISCUSSION OF THE BARYON SPECTRUM
 
The mass levels of the supermultiplets [4,N] depend on the
 
baryon number B, the spin s and also the space-time quantum number Z. 
The dependence on Z, for some supermultiplets, is of the form BZ. 
Therefore a different classification can be based on a quantum 
number , defined by 
B + Z = . (5.1) 
We may thus eliminate the baryon number B in favor of A and Z.
 
For the supermultiplets so far calculated the number assumes the
 
values 0, 1, 2 for the baryons and 0, -1, -2 for the anti-baryons.
 
The additive character of 4 as defined by (5.1) is similar to the
 
hypercharge quantum number of SU(3) but it is quite clear that 
is not related to the hypercharge.
 
Each member of a supermultiplet with fixed parity P (= ± 1) 
can be depicted in a space spanned by the quantum numbers A , Z 
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and s. The numbers A and Z belong to the category of external 
quantum numbers like the spin and parity of the Poincare' group. 
The four numbers A5, Z, s and P, because of the absence of a 
definition for the electric charge, do not completely specify the 
baryon. We need to discover the internal quantum numbers connecting
 
different supermultiplets. In other words the members of an
 
"internal supermultiplet" consisting of particles with the same 
spin and parity lie in different space-time supermultiplets described
 
by the four numbers , 2, s and P. For example the mass relations 
t- = ZB + B/[(p- 2 +1)],)2 + 3(X -= ZB + B/[p 2+4(X 2+l)] 
for the s = 'members of the [4,4] and [4,6], respectively, do2
 
indicate an internal structure in their dependence on (X2 + 1)
 
and on p. The same type of p and (X2 + 1) dependence arises for
3+ 
the pair of - part of the [4,20] as 
mp ZB + B[(p- 1) + 5(1 + X2)] 
However, it is not, as yet, clear enough to deduce some new 
"numbers" from them. 
The figure 1 constitutes a diagramatic illustration of the
 
space-time and internal structure of the baryons.
 
z 
Y2 ................
 
2 
Y2 
S i- - - - - - -: :-'--•- .. 
N 1 4 6 10 15 201 202 
o'V=+1 
Figure 1
 
BARYON SUPERMULTIPLETS
 
The planes perpendicular to the axes contain baryons of different spins and parities,
 
forming the space-time supermultiplets. A hyperplane through the central axis may be
 
constructed in such a way that it contains baryons of equal spin and parity, hence
 
defining an internal supermultiplet.
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The perpendicular intersection of the co-axial "cylinders" for
 
fixed internal quantum numbers yield concentric "spherical" shells.
 
Each spherical shell contains baryons of fixed spin angular momentum
 
with the appropriate values of A , Z and P. Particles of 
negative parity are placed on the plane Z = 0, but not all particles 
with Z = 0 have negative parity. Thus the space-time supermultiplets 
result from the perpendicular intersection of the co-axial cylinders 
by a plane specified by fixed internal quantum numbers and no two 
members of a supermultiplet assume the same values of all the four 
numbers 1 , Z, s, P, and carry the same electric charge. In the 
latter sense in the space spanned by AH, Z, s (together with the 
parity and electric charge) the baryon classification behaves like
 
the electron configuration in the atoms determined by the Pauli
 
exclusion principle operating in the position and spin spaces.
 
A "super exclusion principle" in the above sense may be the basis
 
for the proliferation of the strong interaction resonance states.
 
Therefore in the space of 4 , Z, s, P and electric charge all
 
the baryons are identical particles and no two baryons can occupy
 
the same state. Thus, if the quantum numbers of one baryon is 
interchanged as a group with those of another, the baryon wave 
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function must change sign. 
An "internal supermultiplet" lies in a plane containing the
 
axis of the co-axial cylinders and the baryons of- equal spin and 
parity. It is quite conceivable that different internal super­
multiplets lie on planes oriented with respect to one another with
 
fixed angles between them. Such relationships between these internal
 
planes is expected to emerge from the theory as a result of the
 
representations of some internal group.
 
Another regularity to be observed refers to the recurrence of
 
the low lying mass structures at the higher mass levels. Thus the
 
[4,1] mass level recurrs in the supermultiplet [4,10] for the pair
 
1- 3of 'T and also for the pair 7 but, of course, with the different 
values of m than assigned in the [4,1]. Furthermore, the mass 
relation of the s = member of the [4,4] for the massrecurrs 

of the s = and s = members of the [4,20], whilst the entire 
mass structure of the [4,6] recurrs in the mass spectra of the 
[4,10] and [4,15], all, of course, with different values of the 
parameters m, X and p. The above interpretation of the theory 
and also the expectations pointed out there have constituted the
 
bases for the choice of this paper's title. 
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6. MESON SPECTRUM
 
In accordance with the discussion in I-the wave functions
 
of the massive integral spin supermultiplets can be represented
 
as
 
' X '¢a" []' ~b ' kX{ab} "
 
pi ha 'Xwi ' XJab] ~b
 
(6.1a) 
N=l , N=4 , N=6 , N=lO , N=15 , N=20 
' X[abc] ' X[[T],[ ]]' X{abc} ' 
(6.1b)
 
N=20 , N=45 , N=50 , N=55 
with 4 {aa}= 0 ' OX{abb= 0 , 
where the subscript X acted on by the SO(3,2) and its subgroup of 
homogeneous Lorentz group transformations and it ranges from 1 to 5 
for No = 5, or from 1 to 10 for No = 10 representations of the
 
S0(3,2). All the other indices are as defined in I. Thus the mesons
 
are classified according to five and ten dimensional representations
 
+ + +4 
of the group SO(3,2). Both classifications contain 0-, 1, 2-,...
 
mesons. The properties of these two prongs of mesons and their
 
dynamical and symmetry differences may lead to some new information 
on these particles.
 
The appendix (A.7) of I contains a brief discussion of the
 
group S0(3,2) and its integral spin representation in terms of the
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S-matrices. The S-matrices for N = 5 representation of SO(3,2),
 0 
in terms of tensor notation, can be represented by
 
=1 , ) V = ± g , ( ) = 0 (6.2) 
P 5 1V P P 
where
 
pvpa = 1,2,3,4 
These relations aid considerably in the discussion of the meson
 
wave equation
 
(U]IpV - imc) =O , (6.3) 
describing the bare supermultiplets [5,N] and [1O,N]. The total
 
angular momentum operators of these supermultiplets can be 
represented as
 
Gil= L + P- + J. , (6.4) 
where, as before, LP = - and J I are the six generators 
of SU(3,1). The 5. are the spin matrices in the five or ten 
dimensional space of the SO(3,2) transformations. The operators G 
commute with the Tr& p . Under a Lorentz transformation of the 
coordinates x 4 All xV the wave function of the meson supermultiplet 
transforms according to
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-1 
4(x) + S(A) l(A x) = 4'(x,) , (6.5) 
where the non-unitary operator S(A) is defined by
 
1 i 
S(A) = exp [- if I( + j )] , (6.6) 
and it acts on both the S0(3,2) and U(3,1) indices of 4- The Lorentz 
matrix is as defined by the (2.5) and (2.6) of I. The Lorentz 
invariance of the wave equation (6.3) further requires the trans­
formation rules 
S(A ) '" V 5(A) = AP t B , (6.7)11V 1' PV 
which entail the statement that the operator Tp transforms as a 
vector. The statement (6.7) is valid also under the unitary
 
representations of the Poincare group. As in I, it is easy to show
 
that the wave equation (6.3) is, for all the supermultiplets [5,N]
 
and [10,N], Poincare invariant and therefore the Poincare group is 
unitarily implimentable. 
The supermultiplet [5,1] is described by the Kemmer wave
 
equation
 
(Pp- imc)4) = 0 (6.8) 
The discussion in (A.7) of I on the composite structure of its
 
spin shows that the meson of (6.8) is of 0 type. The equation 
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(6.8) is invariant under the reducible Lorentz transformations 
* +D(4'2 + D(0 'O) generated by the which leave x 
2T11IV 5 5 11 
also invariant.
 
By using the definitions (6.2) in (6.8) we obtain the coupled
 
equations
 
p -mc 0 p mc =0 . (6.9) 
Hence
 
(p2-m 2 c2 )j = 0 (p2-mc2)PlJ = 0 
The Pauli-Lubansky operator for the equation (6.8) is given by
 
W 2[1 + 1 (Bp )Z] , w2 = 2Wp2
 
p p
 
which can be used to construct spin 0 and spin 1 projection operators
 
F 1 (2 - W-) , F W (6.10)
o 2 i 2 p 2 
Thus from Fo (O'p1) = 'p , F C'p) = 0 it follows that 
(s=l) = r 4 = 0. Furthermore the corresponding current density1 
is given by
 
=+ = 4 s @) . (6.11)
=mc 5 aX ax 
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Hence the equation (6.8) corresponds to a 0 meson described by
 
a wave function (=
 
7. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [5,4]
 
From the meson wave equation (6.3) and the definitions (6.2)
 
we obtain the coupled equations
 
(- ) a pv 1'_ 0 (7.1)Cr1) p Cr -m 5p 0 
a PV mc 0 (7.2) 
In general, to obtain the mass levels corresponding to the various
 
spins within a supermultiplet one uses the spin projection operators.
 
For the [4,5] the corresponding projection operators are given by
 
r 1 (2 - W (6 - W (7.3)2( - pZ -- p2)C 
F 1 W (6 - L) (7.4)1 8 p2 p 2 
r 1 W W 2) (7.5)
a 24 p2
 
where
 
p2 = - = r + r + 
1.14 0 1 2 
w 2 w 
= 8 (W) - 12(-)(W) 
p22 p
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and W is the Pauli-Lubansky operator of the supermultiplet [5,4]
 
defined by
 
W Wli 1SVPOSP S~ =%8W = WD11 ' , = P Sp p V , SP F P a JP a
 
The operator rO projects out the spins 1 and 2, and retains the
 
spin 0. Similar actions are performed by the F and F as in­
1 2 
dicated by their subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. The spin matrices 
S are the sum of the spin matrices of the S0(3,2) for N = 5liv o 
and of the U(3,1) for N = 4, respectively. The ,) can be written 
as 
i = A+ M 1 (7.6) 
where the 5 x 5 projection operators A+ are defined by
 
A1 () (7.7)
 
and where the 4 x 4 matrices M are of the same type as J 
defined by (8.2) of I. However, the MP introduced in (7.6)
 
commute with the J of the U(3,1) for N ='4.
 
Now, using the definitions (8.24) of I, the spin matrices
 
of the [5,4] can be written as
 
= A (T + Tb ) (T +T +a + (7.8) 
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where the 4 x 4 matrices Taj and Tbj, as in the definitions of 
Taj and Tbj in terms of M , are defined by 
Ta = M' -iN'- , Tb = M' +iN' (7.9) 
and they satisfy the commutation and anti-commutation relations
 
(8.25) of I. The two terms in the brackets of (7.8), because of 
the completeness relations
 
A+ + A_ = 1 , A+ A- = AA+ = 0 
commute and the first and second terms result from adding two and 
four one half spin angular momenta. Because of their transformation 
properties under parity operation, as discussed in section 8 of I!
 
the resultant spin angular momenta refer to the 0, 1 mesons. 
In fact this spin and parity assignment is also evident from the 
transformation properties of the wave function 4)x(X=l,..5, p=l,..4). 
Thus the parities of the [5,4] are fixed unambiguously.
 
However, only the components 5P of the wave function
 
%Xp(= -) generates a non-vanishing current just as in the
 
case of the [5,1] only the 4) part of §,appeared in the current
 
vector (6.11). Hence the describes one 0- meson and one 1+ meson.
 
On eliminating 4, from (7.1) and (7.2) we obtain an equation

inV 
for the component 4)S in the form 
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+ + 2(X2+p2+p+ 5)p2 2(X 2 -2p 2)p p m a 2 0 . (7.10) 
Introducing the wave functions
 
u ,u = 4 1 - u (7.11)p Pp SI pP 
for the 0- and 1+ mesons, respectively we find that they satisfy
 
the equations
 
2 2
(p2 - M c2 )u = 0 , (p2 - M c2 )u = 0 (7.12)0 1 
where, as seen from the definition (7.11),
 
p u 0 (7.13) 
and where
 
2 32 2 ( = (P- ) + 3(1+X 2 ) , (.) = (p+ + 1+ (7.14) 
0 M 
Under a reflection of coordinates the SU(3,1) index p of the 
wave function is acted on by the matrix F, (see section IV. of I) 
whilst the SO(3,2) index X as pointed out before, transforms by 
the action of S. Therefore, the space parity operation on the wave 
function consists of writing 
P = 0F (IsX) (7.15) 
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This means that the components p51, 4p of the wave function X1 
transform like pseudo-scalar x polar vector and axial vector x 
polar vector, respectively, where we employed the symmetry properties 
of the wave function for the [5,1], the Kemmer wave function. 
Let us now introduce the dimension formula of the group U(3,1)
 
in the form
 
N = Z (2J+l) (7.16)
 
3
 
where J = 0 for N = 1, J = 3 for N = 4, J = 0,2 for N = 6,
 
J = 1,3 for N = 10, J = 1,2,3 for N = , 5 7f =
15 and J = , 
J = 0,2,2,4 for the other twenty dimensional representations of U(3,1). 
This type of J-structure was discussed by Flowers (3) for the group 
U (4). 
In terms of the J-number we can combine the mass formulas
 
(7.14) into a general mass formula for the supermultiplet [5,4],
 
(LP) = [p+s(s+l)-J]2 + [2J-s(s+l)] (X2+1) , (7.17) 
3
where J =7 and s=O, 1. However, in analogy with baryons, here also
 
we can introduce -the Z-quantum number by writing (7.17) in the form
 
p-1
(ILnp)
M = (P- 21+Z) 2 + [l+s(s+l)-2Z] (X2+1) , (7.17a) 
where the meson masses are identified as (s=O, Z=-I) and (s=l, Z=1).
 
(3) B.A. Flowers" Proc. Roy. Soc. A 212, 24'81(1952). 
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The conserved current vector of the [5,4] is given by
 
-i a rV 4 (7.18) 
By using the relations (6.2), the definitions of the r , J1 
for N=4 and also by eliminating 4 in favor of 4, , through the 
use-of (7.1) and (7.2), we obtain 
2
mcp Jp = 5 * p 4 p + 4(,* pp p + 4* pp, ) +v' SPl1i5S1 P 5P 511 
202(*^p P + 4* pP4,. + 4,* pP ) + 55p 5p 5 S P 
2p22 p P P + 4P(1 4* p 4 - ep* pPp 
5pSP PS5 2 sp 5 sP pP 
Introducing the definitions (7.11) and (7.13) and then using
 
(7.14) we find
 
- 2 m 2  UPp2 mc J L u*p u + U* p + 2(2+X 2-2p)(u*pu+u*pu') 
1' N 2 11 2 ii W1 
0 1 
where the last term can be written as
 
2(2+A 2-2p) (u*pu+u*pu )=[ (!1W) - (P )2] (u*pu+u*pu) = 0 
Hence the current density vector becomes
 
j = -c t- u*p u + 1 - Up up) (7.19)
 
c m 2 p M 2 PP
 
0 1 
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1+which is the sum of the 0- and currents 
j- = 2m u-p u 	 (7.20)cM	2 ' P+ = 2mcMuPpu p (.0 
P cm 11 1 C2 P P 
0 1 
We observe that in the configuration space the currents (7.20)
 
are of the form
 
_
- (u* ffm. au +i -i 	 P3 
u p  :ifm (u* 	 u) j i - (u* - u U )u (7.21)
1J -cM 2 x'P x ' cM2 9x Dx P 
0 	 1 
The currents J' and J differ from the (6.11) of the [5,1] in the 
mass factor since in (7.21) in place of Mo and M we have the 
M2 M2 0
 
"effective masses" M = - and M = 1
 
o m 	 m 
8. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [5,6] 
From the definitions of the F , J - for N=6, the wave equation 
(6.3) can be split up in the form
 
(-[ 11-d)ab P s(T 0 	 sb- = (8.1)b 	 O , )ab mCa 0 
Eliminating 4pa and using the relation
 
p2 T T pppP = (2X2+3+p2)p2 + 2p rP Pp 	 (8.2)1
 
we obtain
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2
[(2X 2+3+p 2 )p 2+2p F 'p N - m c 2P] ab sb = 0 (8.3) 
Hence, using (F ppVpv)2 = p4 , we get the equation
 
2 2 2 2C 2 2
[(2X +p ± 2p+3)p - m p ]J sa = C (8.4) 
which describe a 1- and a 1+ meson with masses 
) 2 =o(p12+M 
( - (p+J) 2 + 2(l+X2 ) , ( ) =(p-l)2 + 2(1+X2 ) (8.5) 
respectively. The corresponding wave functions can be written as
 
u 1 P sV l -T gpy Pv p (8.6) 
where
 
spy 
- 2 Q1va sa 
Thus the supermultiplet [5,61 consists of a pair of vector
 
and axial vector mesons described by Xa(= sa I #pa ) . using the
 
J-structure of the U(3,1) representations introduced by (7.16) we
 
may rewrite the mass formulas (8.5) in the form
 
(M) = [p+s(s+l)-J-1] 2+s(s+1) (A 2 +1) (8.7) 
where s=1 and J=0,2. In terms of the Z number the masses (8.5)
 
can be combined into
 
MP(-) = (p+Z)2 + S (s+l) (2+1) (8.7a) 
where s=l, Z= + 1. 
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The conserved current vector of the [5,6] can be written as
 
j= TV _ 2p * 4 [(p2+2X2+3)pP+2pFIPIp ]5 	 (8.8)mcp2 5 4 
where the U(3,1) index b has been suppressed. Introducing the
 
projection operators
 
)lp
(1 +s+ = 
p2
 
and the definitions
 
U+= S+ U = u*r 
----	 44
 
we obtain
 
2m~p2 Up u umcp J1 2m22mpu+p2 ppu+ 2
M_+
 
4 (u-p~u u +p1u+ + 5r pPPP )
 
From 
rpP S+ = p S+lip _ _' 
it follows that
 
J. 	2 u+pPu+T+ 2m u_p--u(89
S 2 cm2(8.9)
+­
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where u+ satisfy the Klein-Gordon equations
 
(p - c2M2) u± = 0 
9. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [5,10]
 
From the wave function X[AB] (A,B = 1,2,...5) it is clear
 
that it describes the mesons corresponding to the states ]
 
and s[ 9]" The presence of the states %[PVI implies that the
 
mass spectrum of the [5,6] for the pair 1- and 1+ mesons recurrs,
 
with, of course, different values of the parameters p,X and m.
 
The states ] as follows from the wave equation of the [5,10]
 
[(P-I)aPgimcp][AB] -(1+i)Jp[LAB]pPP-(l1-i)JIP[AB] pn p + 
CFP (g5A [5 B] - g5B [5 A] ) = 0 , (9.1) 
satisfies the equation
 
CSpP -imc)[ = 0 (9.2) 
where the S0(3,2) index X has been suppressed and where
 
1.PV- 2 1 V[AB] [AB] The J are of the same form as the B] 
of SO(3,2) and they satisfy the relations
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1 [AB] (9.3) 
JiV[AB] pC = VP UP.3U 
[CD] . (9.4) 
J~v[AB J [CD = ADgBC-gACgBD 
where
 
gAB=gAB-gAsgB5 , J l = = A+ M1V 
and the coefficients gAB are the same as 60 or g., of the S0(3,2). 
The wave equation (9.2) can be replaced by 
=PV [51 - 'c 5 ] 0 (9.5) 
P [5V] - me p[sv] = 0 (9.6) 
Hence, with the obvious steps we obtain the equation
 
[p2- m2 c 2 ] 1 ' = 0 (9.7) 
which describes a 0- and a 1 meson with equal mass m. The 
corresponding wave functions are 
qfl = !T (9.8) 
where p'n1 = 0.
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We have thus obtained a spectrum of a doublet of 1+ and I-, 
a 0- and a 1+ mesons whose masses can be represented by 
(_P) 2 = (p+Z)2 + Z 2 S(S+l)(X 2 +) (9.9) 
where when Z=O we have s=O,l and when Z=+l we have s=l. The current
 
vector is of the same type as (7.19) and (8.9) and is given by
 
-M - Tjp _T ) (9.10)Jp c (i_-2 +*u U + u*piU_)+ - (- -*Pp + M+ 0M2 2 i- c 12 P 1 
10. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [5,15]
 
AS in the lower meson mass levels the states 5[ab] are the 
only ones appearing in the current vector. Thus from the spin 
decomposition (1,1)+(0,l)+(l,0) it follows that the wave function 
kX1:ab] (E9[ab]' i[abl of the [5,151 describes a pair of 1 and 1 
mesons arising from the recurrence of the [5,6] structure in the 
[5,15] and it also contains a 0+, a 1- and a 2+ meson. 
In this case the wave equation (6.3) can be split up as 
Ct, MP~ B-mc,,A(TP ) P pB-mCA 0 (1) = , (10.1) 
where the indices A and B represent the indices [ab] and [cd]
 
respectively. Eliminating %iA from (10.1) we obtain
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p p (rPr +2pF +X2JP J +pzg w)ABB-m 2 c 2 = 0 (10.2)jI vp liv 11PV UVA B5 
where 
Fp pp{AB} F pp{BC}p 11 v = - 83 p2 p1J j11 C (10.3) 
JpAB]Jpv[Bc]p p =_ 4 p2 JlA C (10.4) 
and where we used the definitions in the (A.5) of I. Hence the 
equation (10.2) becomes 
1.- 3)p2JAP°B+p2A-PJ Y pPp= -m2c p2 0 . (10.5)
[1TP- V=-Wpiu B yj Bs
 
Using the wave functions T [p ] and t, as defined by
 
1 1 
N[lI]= 2 Jiv[ab] 's[ab] t{ = 2 v{acgcb 4 5 [ab] '(10.6) 
and using the property Tr(TY F )=0 in the wave equation (10.5) we 
obtain the results 
[(P-1) 2+2(l+X2)]p 2n[Pv] - macap2 n[ ] + 4 pP(pp -p p)) = 0 , (10.7) 
(p2 m2 c2 )t{ 9} = 0 (10.8) 
The equation (10.7) yields the same spectrum as the [5,6]. The
 
equation (10.8) is satisfied by the wave functions
 
9 
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t- 1 2 p pVt{ } ' t" =,p1 p {fI } -PLP--0-9t ,(0 
S t +p t )+ 1 4 ppt 
of the 0+, 1- and 2+ mesons, where
 
SP = 0Vs 0 (10.11)
 
Hence the meson mass formula of the [5,15] can be expressed as
 
2 
(M) = (p+Z) 2 + Z2s(s+I)(x 2+1) , (10.12)
M
 
where Z = + 1, s=l masses correspond to the recurrence of the 
[5,6] structure. The values Z=O with s=0,1,2 yield the degenerate 
mass m for the 0+, 1-, 2+ mesons in which the Z=O with s=O is just 
the recurrence of the [5,1] with opposite parity. 
The corresponding conserved current vector of the [5,15] can
 
be written down as the sum of five meson currents each of which
 
is separately conserved.
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11. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [5,20]
 
As in the case of the baryons, we shall discuss only one of
 
the N=20 representations. Thus the [5,201's spin decomposition
 
(0,0)0 [(1,1)+(0,2)+(2,0)+(0,0)1 shows that it contains 0-,0+,i+,2
 
2+ , 2-mesons described by the wave equation
 
[r r'P + xtj jP +P2~g +xCFrPi+. FP)+2pFlip v -1V VP PVPvP V]ABP"PVsB
lip V 

- m2 cb 2 sA = 0 , 	 (11.1) 
where A and B represent, now, {ab} and'{cdl, respectively, and
 
iA of the wave function have been eliminated. As
the components 
before the mesons of the [5,20] are described by the wave function 
XA(- sA ,P ) . By using the results of the appendix (A.5) of I, 
it can easily be shown that
 
rlt v 2 rr rp p1V
 
(lipV)ABPP 4gAgB + pvA rVB) + 1pA vB P
 
- 2 ( + FBgA)PP , 	 (11.2) 
(j lI PV32 	 rWVArB rPv liv 
(11.3)

+ F p vBP PV 
ppJ )ABpr 4A21 

+ )A = Cg~r,,- g•,) P 
where gA =_.gab and fr A refer to the N=6 representation of the U(3,1).
 
On substituting from (11.2),(11.3) in(ll.l) we get
 
(p-2+2iX)
22 	 2 2 p 
 + 	 pag+ PQPAr A 1 71 + gA[j = p ] 
p rPA c 
p((pP2p2m~2)1-m c- SA +2+ 2-A 3 Cp2i.) pp 
4 ~(2+p ncyP 	 Y = 0 (11.4)+ (2 + 	 + (l+Xp)pnpApyA 
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where
 
f{k4} rWVA~A , ,2 -- PP (11.5)
= 'AA fv}" 
p
 
By multiplying (11..4) by gA and F I A we obtain the equations
 
[(p2+9)p2m2c2p 2)Tr + 2/3(p-2+2iX)p 2r2= 0 (11.6)
 
-
((P+1) 2+2(1+X2*)P2-nc2p2]{P,}+4(I+X2-P)PP( p Pp gii 2 
8 12 
SpV (p-2-2iX) (P - p )ir1 = 0 (11.7) 
Hence, using the definition (11.5) of the ir2 we obtain the
 
equation
 
22 2_M2 -22 22X~ T 
2
[((p-2) +5+8A 2)p -m c ]i2+2v/3(p-2-2iX)p 2 r 1 = 0 (11.8) 
which together with (11.6) yields the spectrum
 
22 
+ /[(1+X2-(p-1))(--) [(p-1) 4+4(1+k)-]+4Z 1 2 +(I+ 2 ) (p-i)] , (11.9) 
for the 0-(t 2 ) and 0+(Oi) mesons corresponding to Z=1, Z=-1,
 
respectively.
 
The wave functions for the 1+ and 2- mesons are given by
 
7r=1 PPF (11.10)h rP ppv p
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"fUVI = {UV}- P(P1 2jv+PV' + g 2 3p 2 pPp 7iii 
3p2 
. i 1.1 
where, as can easily be seen, the restrictions
 
p 11Z = 0 , gl{ } = 0 , p {f } = 0 
are satisfied. From the definitions (11.10), (11.11) and the
 
equations (11.7), (11.6) and (11.8) we obtain
 
(p2-M2b2)=rfpk- (11.12)
(P M2C) 7F = 0 = 0 
where
 
(p-) 2= (p-1) 2 +6(1+1 2 ) (11.13)M i
 
and
 
(L1 2 (P+1) 2 (i+k2 (11.14) 
and 2- mesons, respectively.
represent the mass spectrum of the I+ 

The remaining pair of 2+ mesons are described by a wave function
 
whose spin content is of the form (0,2)+(2,0). If we multiply (11.4)
 
by[(r + i J )Flab and contract with respect to U(3,1) indices
 
we obtain the equation
 
(11.15)(p2-m C )K{1V} = 0 
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where we used the relations (4.26) and where
 
K =-Tr [(r r + i J r-) 1 (11.16)
p1V 2 pv 5 11V 5 (1.6 
]AV
The equation (11.15), with the restrictions g K = 0 and 
p K = 0, describes the pair of 2+ with the equal mass m. 
The mass spectrum corresponding to the states lli, ' {lV} and 
K can be expressed in a single mass relation of the form 
(L)z = (p+Z)2+ Es(s+l)-4Z]Z 2 (1+A2 ) (11.17) 
where (Z=-l, s=l), (Z=1, s=2), (Z=0, s=2).
 
12. THE SUPERMULTIPLETS [10,1] AND [10,4]
 
So far we have only discussed the No = 4B(baryons) and No = 5 
(mesons) representations of the group S0(3,2). The NO = 10 
representation of the SO(3,2) in the wave equation (6.3) together 
with the N = 1,4,6,10,15,... representations of the U(3,1) do also 
describe mesons. As pointed out before the two prong structure of 
the mesons as described by No = 5 and No = 10 is similar to the two 
prong structure of the formions (baryons and leptons) described by
 
the No =,4B and No = 4X representations of the SO(3,2). One basic
 
difference between No = 5 and No = 10 arises from the fact that the
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latter supermultiplets are more crowded than the former ones.
 
The No = 10 representation of the S0(3,2) can be obtained from
 
the analogy with the N° = 5. First we observe that the ten matrices
 
for the five dimensional representation of the SO(3,2) can be ex­
pressed in the form
 
U W = i(6, - Wn gX (12.1) 
where the indices ,n,Xw = 1,2,..,5 and where g ' represents the 
matrix B50, B0 is the metric in the space of S0(3,2) (see (3.8) of 
I). The definitions (12.1) do, of course,satisfy commutation rules
 
of the SO(3,2). From (12.1) it is easily seen that
 
B = B , (,v = 1,2,3,4),g g­
51 11 PVIV 
and the remaining six components are just the spin matrices of
 
the Kemmer algebra.
 
The ten dimensional representation of the S0(3,2) is given by
 
U(9)[ ]=- 1 i[(8)%0 ) -(0)Cn : )( ') ] (12.2) 
where all the indices run from 1 to 5 and where 
1 ( ) (BE8) ,2 n =Wg e g11 - g'=c gn (12.3) 
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The ten B's as defined by (12.2) obey the commutation rules
 
of the SO(3,2). By using the definition (12.1) the (12.2) can be
 
written in the form 
) [- lg g - gg)+g - g ) + 
gle(gwo~g gw>g )+'g (gnL]g gg ) ] ,' 
(12.4)
 
where
 
and the remaining six are the spin matrices of the No = 10 rep­
resentation of the SO(3,2). 
The action of the new B's on the wave function [] of the 
[10,1] is given by 
(n i] [C]I s 
i(g' 4) + g' + g' + (12.5) 
Hence putting = 5, i - p we obtain the action of the 10-dimensional 
B's on the wave function as 
W gs11Wjl+'(1 I [IXW1 ,[Re]4I (goX [ X1 1[]+gPl [IW5]X]_ [) = i(g , ++-., 
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Thus the wave equation 
- imc)4 = 0 (12.6) 
of the [10,1] can be split up as
 
= 
pV [IV] - MC 1[t] O (12.7) 
P [5)] - Pv[s,] + mcfl[V] = 0 (12.8)5
 
From (12.7) we get the restriction pp[s 0 and from (12.8)
 
the equation
 
(p 2 - m2 c2 )4[.] =0 (12.9) 
Hence the wave function P[ n ( ) describes a 1 meson 
of mass m. 
For the supermultiplet [10,4] the wave equation (6.3) can be 
written as 
[P ]a +1V p [ ]p + mcp 9[,]pP = (12.10)(F~+I~ y 3pY 

a p ]a I +J ay
(P +XJ) 

( vy + ivy) ppy [5P]G - (Fpy + lJPy)papy[ 5VI
 
P(PV [sP]P - Pu [sV]P ) - mcp [PVp = 0 (12.11) 
Now the wave function @ ) of the  [10,41,[SrlllJ (- @[sv1,Lr @[POI,, 
1 1  11  
as follows from the  spin  decomposition (- -) x (-I-) I describes2 ' 2  2 2 
+ -
two 0+, a p a i r  of 1 , 1-, a 2 , and a 1- mesons. From using the  
de f in i t i ons  of the  r of N=4 i n  (12.10) and (12 .11)  we obtain
,,v ' Jyv 
t h e  equations 
On el iminat ing @ ',between (12.12) and (12.13) we g e t  the  equation [vvl P 
f o r  the  components @ i n  t h e  form [sl.llv 

1 2 2 2 
[ [ ( p +  2 ) 2 + ( 1 + ~ 2 ) l ~ 2 - mP - +c 1 @[5v]FI 
1( p - f - i h )  ( l + i h ) p  py h l v  - ( P i  9 2~ Pv i13y + 
(h2+3-4p)p py n l ,  + ( 1 - i h )  ( P  - 21 + pV n l y  +i l ) ~  
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the two 0+, two 1- and one 1+ mesonswhere the wave functions of 
are given by
 
sI]. i__ p p%) (12.15) 
1 [1i , a p 
pp [ 511 P P-Pp 1 p 1 1--1 n2 , (12.16) 
IPpp nz 31 = [sp]l- p(1.6P1 [sl-WP -P P p P a 
n g yvpa p (12.17) 
2P = 2p py VQ spla 
respectively. 
The above definitions of the wave functions together with the 
equation (12.14) yield the mass spectra 
= 1 )2 + a3(1+X2) (12.18) 
+ iiAM)= (p+ 
for the 0+ pair and
 
(P+ + 2(1+X 2) (12.19) 
for the 1+ meson. The wave functions nT and nj lead to the
 
spectrum
 
( pl A + I Z V EA2-8(1+X 2)1 (12.20) 
M 22 
for the two I mesons, where 
A= ( -3) 2 (12.21)
A = (p- 12 + 3(1+X) 
and Z=±l.
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The wave function of the 2 meson is given by
 
21 paliPp ] l 2 vPV 21 _,r
[5c] )' (12.22)
 
which satisfies the five restrictions
 
gli v -o 
gVTIVI = 0 , pVn{1 } = 0 
The wave function f{ , like n,, , satisfies the equation 
1 2a
 
2 2
[((p+ t) +2(1+X2 ))p -m c p2 ]n{uf} = 0 (12.23)
 
Hence we obtain the interesting result that the mass of the 2
 
meson is equal to the mass of the 1+ meson given by (12.19).
 
13. THE SUPERMULTIPLET [10,6]
 
The supermultiplet is described by the wave function 0[la
 
(- [spl]a ' []a)which satisfy the equations
 
([ ) PV b + mc [spl]a = 0 , (13.1) 
(TVp)abpP [slilb - (Tlp)abPP [5]b - mc[pl]a = 0 (13.2) 
Hence, eliminating [ ]a ' we obtain the equation
 
2 
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p
TP T )abPVPC[Sp]b - (T V tpa)abP r[s]b+mc2E pla = 0 (13.3) 
where 
1p
Tp p r= (2X2+3+p2)p
2+2P F1pp2T'P 

By using the definitions of the F , j as given in the appendix A 
of I, the equation (13.3) can be expressed in the form 
[((p-1)2+2 (1+X2) )p2-maca2p] [5 ,[vP]-(p-l) 1pp sY] ,[VP] +
 
[ (g li pp - +p],[yp]]+(1+2) 
PY(PP[5V] , [ly]-Pv[P] , [py]) +p2 ([s5P] , [JIV]- [ 5V] , [pP] )l + 
(I+PP-4P)pt[li 1yv4p], r p gPP)prI 
i(l+iA) (p+iL)pp [5 p],[v]J ,[yp] ) + ( l - X) (p-ix) Y(pp [sy] , [pv]­, 
Px [5y],[PP]) + (p-i) (i+ix)p2 (gpIFV - g Pr3 )+(P-1)(l-ix)p (p r1lp 
(13.4)
ppr ) = 0 
where
 
51[sp],[vp] = Qvpa '[11a 
and the definitions
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4 

r1 p1 pp 5 ],[p ] , = *[sa],[lid] - 1 r1 
p
Vs =Lp pa '[p],[] , (13.5) 
p
 
represent the wave functions of the 0+, -, 1- mesons, respectively. 
The wave functions of the remaining 0-, 1+ , 1 , 2-, 2- mesons are 
given by 
r 1 eVPa P 1 [ 5v],[pa] (13.6) 
aP [svf IPal
al- 2p2 gi eix  o (13.7) 
r 2p2 g Ey P p (13.8) 
2p2 
 Ta
 
r LYaPCP (g* 1(p pI,{L 2p ,p 4V V 41 (13.9) 
F =pa- PP(g [ !(pr V+P'r ),(1 3 .10) 
1 1 
respectively. Thus, as seen from the spin decomposition ( ,!)
 
[(0,1)+(1,0)], the supermultiplet [10,6] contains eight mesons.
 
As in the previous computations, once the wave functions are defined
 
the calculation of the mass spectra follows from performing the
 
implied operations on the equation (13.4).
 
From the definitions r and F and the equation (13.4) we obtain
 
the mass spectrum
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(P) = (p+Z) 2 + 4(1+X2 ) (13.11) 
where Z = + 1 and -1 for the F I and F2 , respectively. The spectrum 
corresponding to the pairs (I F) and (F ' ) is given by 
2 1 1 (M) = C + Z I [C 2 - 8(1+A 2 )2 ] (13.12) 
where
 
C = (p+Z')2 + 3(X2+1) (13.13) 
and Z' =+ 1 corresponds to the pairs of 1- and 1+, respectively,
 
and where in both cases Z = + 1. 
For the pair of 2 mesons we get the results
 
2 2U)+(1.4 
(P) = (p-1)2 + 4(1+X2), (N) = (p-1) 2 + 1+X2 (13.14) 
respectively. Hence we see that the masses of the 0 and one of the
 
2 mesons are equal.
 
14. DISCUSSION OF THE MESON SPECTRUM
 
The branching of the meson spectrum into two classes arising
 
from the 5 and 10 dimensional representations of S0(3,2) does not
 
necessarily imply a classification of the strange and non-strange
 
mesons into different groups. Like the half-integral spin particles
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(fermions), the integral spin particles (bosons) belong to two 
different reducible representations of the G-symmetry (=S0(3,2) S 
U(3,1)). The fundamental differences (if any) between No=5 and 
N =10 mesons could manifast themselves in their strong, weak and 
electromagnetic interactions. 
However, like baryons, mesons also can be regarded as identical
 
objects in the space of spin, Z, charge, parity, etc.: No two mesons
 
can be put into the same state. Thus the wave function of two
 
mesons must be anti-symmetric with respect to an interchange of
 
their spin, Z, charge, parity etc. quantum numbers as a group. In
 
this way the "super exclusion principle" can form the basis for the
 
proliferation of mesons. The figure 2 is a diagramatic illustration
 
of the meson spectrum where, as in the case of baryons, an "internal
 
supermultiplet" of mesons lies in the plane containing the axis of
 
the co-axial cylinders and the mesons of equal spin and parity. There­
fore different internal supermultiplets of mesons are obtained by
 
fixed rotations of the plane around the common axis of the cylinders.
 
The predicted periodicity, observed for the baryons, as based
 
on the recurrence of the low lying level structures, like [5,1], [5,6],
 
at the higher levels prevails also in the meson spectrum. Although
 
the spectra [10,10] , [10,15], etc. have not been calculated in this 
paper, we expect that the low lying levels [10,1], [10,6] will recurr 
in the higher mass levels. The figure 2 which represents the low 
lying levels from [5,1] to [5,20] and [10,1] to [10,6] and also the 
uncalculated levels [10,10] to [10,20] contains only ten JP= 0- mesons, 
where the parity assignment is based on the wave functions of [5,1] 
---------
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MESON SUPEP14ULTIPLETS
 
and parities, forming the space-time

contain mesons of different spins 

For each branch, a hyperplane through the common 
axis may be constructed in such a way
 
supermultiplets. internal supermultiplet.
 
The planes perpendicular to the axes 

that it contains mesons of equal spin and parity, 
hence defining an 
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and [) of [10,1] which describe JP = 0- and JP = 1- (since1
-1 
1 = (0, L()0 (1,0)) mesons, respectively. 
As in the case of the baryon spectra, here also we can derive 
"sum rules". Thus we may write 
- (T) - (2-+) (14.1)21 o m P 2p2 
for the [5,4], and
 
12 1 4 (14.2) 
- pm 2 
for the [5,6], [5,10] and [5,15] where in each case m has a different 
interpretation. Because of the insufficient number of relations 
p and m are not eliminated. The inverse mass square relations, as 
contrasted to the inverse mass relations for the baryons, are the 
characteristic feature of the meson sum rules. For the [5,20], putting 
p= lp+l)2+ t(p-l)2-1 and solving (11.9), (11.13) and (11.14) for 
2(p+l) 2 , (p-l) 2 , l+X and substituting in the identity 
2 (p+1)2, (pl) 2- 2ln1usiuig nteiett
 
(P+)C ] = [(P+l)2 +(P-I)­
4
 
we obtain the sum rule
 
2 (a 1+a -2a ) (a -a )+4(7a -a 2-10a )] =4(4+a -a ) (4ao+a -3a ) (14.3) 
where
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m2 m2 	 _1 a 1 1___
 
a ,2+ a 2­2 M 2M ' ao 2 m2 M2 
1 2 
For the [10,4] from (12.18), (12.19) and (12.20) we obtain the 
sum rule 
1 1 1_(14.4)
 
M 2z m 2 2 MM
 
0 1 
where M0 , M and M+ are defined by (12.18), (12.19) and (12.20),
 
respectively.
 
The sum rules for the [10,6] follow from the four mass relations
 
(13.12) in the form
 
M+M+ M+= M+ M_ 	 (14.5) 
where lower and upper (+,-) signs refer to Z = + 1 and Z' = + 1, 
respectively. From (13.11) and (13.14) we, further obtain the sum 
rule
 
1 	 1 3 1 (14.6) 
N2a /2+ M+M+ _ 
where b is the mass value corresponding to Z = - 1 in (13.11) and 
M is given by the second relation of (13.14). The remaining suma 
rule involving M (Z = 1 in (13.11)') isa 
2 2 12 1 1
- C-) - (-) = M+ ((14.7)
M M+ N 12 M+ M+ 
a + -+ 	 ­
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Others are given by
 
1 2 1) 2 (1 1 1 (14.8)Mb M+)2 M M- M 
and
 
2 + (-_)- ( ) -
_2 (14.9) 
M+ M M M+ M-
In the absence of the internal quantum numbers the best way 
to compare the above results with the existing ( and in some cases
 
changing) experimental data is a direct computer analysis (4)
 
15. MASSLESS SPIN 1 PARTICLE AND PHOTON
 
It has been pointed out that in the limit of p = o the wave 
equation reduces to Dirac or Kemmer type of equation describing
 
equal mass particles of different spins and that the resulting
 
equation is invariant under U(3,1) transformations. An entirely 
different class of equations refer to those arising from the limiting 
case of p = 0, X = 0, viz., 
r Pp P= 0 (15.1) 
(4) The computer scanning of the baryon and meson spectra of this 
theory is being carried out by Dr. A. Perlmutter.
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For the equation (15.1) the G-symmetry (E SO(3,2) ® U(3,1)) is 
exactly broken. We have thus obtained a new formulation of the 
massless particles. Consider now the p = 0, A = 0 limit of the 
supermultiplet [5,4] where now the components p and 4W of the 
11V) 
wave function = 1(,...,5, 11= 1,..,4) decouple and (15.1) 
yields the equations 
1P- PP S- = 0 (15.2) 
7piv pv 1 5 0 
1 p - P v =-0 (15.3) 
Multiplying (15.2) by glI we get
 
P Sp = 0 (15.4)
 
and using this result in (7.10) and setting p=X=O there we get the
 
wave equation
 
p24' = 0 (15.5)
 
for a massless spin 1 particle, the photon. The equation (15.3)
 
together with (7.1) and (7.2) lead to
 
2, = 0 (15.6:P 
where
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-p p P pa 
p" ; =0 (15.7) 
Thus the remaining components 0 of the wave function provide 
the same result as do the components SP, From (15.4), (15.5) or
 
(15.6), (15.7) it is clear that for the supermultiplet [5,4] the
 
limiting case p=X=O yield the description of the spin 1 massless 
particle in terms of the vector potential rather than the electro­
magnetic field itself. 
A more interesting result is obtained from the limiting state
 
of the supermultiplet [5,6]. In this case also the components
 
a and pa (a=l,2,...6) for p=X=O are decoupled and the equation 
(15.1) yield the field equations
 
g P0S[lp -g []+5 ) =OP[pal-(P O (15.8) 
P P[vp] - Pv' P[ip] + PP(¢ [vP] + *vfpp] + *p[Pv] ) = 0 (15.9) 
where
 
'Y[v 17 %va pp pva pa (15.10)
 
From (15.8), multiplying by g 1" , we obtain 
[lip)Po=0 
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Hence the equation (15.8) becomes
 
+ = 0P NOrv] + PsvlwPv PP (15.12) 
The equations (15.11) and (15.12) are just the Maxwell's equations
 
and in this case the spin 1 field (photon) is described by fields
 
rather than by potentials. The equation (15.9) putting
 
[up] 
 yields
 
fP+ + f + fP = 0 (15.13) 
where
 
f = P S - (15.14) 
Operating by p on (15.13) we get
 
pVf' = 0 (15.15) 
which together with (15.14) lead to Maxwell's equations, where we 
used the fact that the tensor 4[YP] + 4V[p ] + P[1.] is fully 
antisymmetric. 
In the presence of a source the equation (15.1) can be replaced 
by 
(r8WPV)abb = Qva 81 JV (15.16) 
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where the SO(3,2) index (= 1,2,..5) has been suppressed and 
where the source JP represents five currents of the form J,) 
The explicite forms of the equation (15.16) are given by 
P 4'sa - g ~ -(P 5 vpvtpp¢s%[v 
g J, (15.17) 
and
 
pcP[,Np]-'.P PPV PI"P = J[[.p~p ()[pu+F~[,p+,[p~P]- PP v] (15 18) 
where
 
J[.39 - Jl - J't 
[Pv] 11IV Vp11 
From (15.17), multiplying by gl11, we obtain
 
P []= ]P r' aS[P]+PV 5[]+PP [ v] = 0 (15.19) 
The equations (15.18) also lead to Maxwell's equations where the
 
current vector is defined as
 
=1 J (15.20)
 
p p ipJV
 
which, of course, is conserved since ppJ, = 0.
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According to this theory the photon is described by the 
wave function )a ( 4sa'ja ) obeying the equation (15.1). 
However the components 4)a and 4)a are decoupled and each, both 
in the absence and also in the presence of external sources, 
describe the same field. Although the equation (15.1) is a special 
case of the fundamental wave equation (1.6), the former could 
form a basis to propose the latter equation for all the particles.
 
Fromithe periodicity or the recurrence of the [5,6] in the
 
[5,10] and [5,15] it follows that the special case p=X=O recurrs
 
as Maxwell's equations in the latter supermultiplets.
 
2+16. MASSLESS PARTICLE AND GRAVITON. 
The special state p=O, X=O for the supermultiplet [5,20) 
leads to an interesting result. For N=20 the wave equation (15.1) 
for the massless integral spin particles becomes 
~+6pg -aPg 
ga,(Spgo v Xw orpVap 
- S +p I P)y =0 (16.1) 
where Christoffel symboles are defined by 
= 1 gC (PI(y+p y py) (16.2) 
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and where the wave functions y,, and -y are 
'pv = (pv){ab} 4 5 {ab}' Y' = gab5k a b } (16.3) 
and
 
gn1y = 0 (16.4)
 
Furthermore the equations (11.6), (11.7) and (11.8) yield, for 
p=O, X=O, the results 
(16.5)
p2 I2 = 0 ' =0 
4 16
 
S4 P(p + pp 3/3 P1PPY, = 0 , (16.6)
 
where
 
p 2Y 2 = p p p (=0)
 
However the wave function -{ab} for p=O, X=0 is real and 
therefore y, = 0. Hence, contracting the equation (16.1) with 
g1 we obtain the result 
pV = 0 (16.7) 
and (16.6) yields the equation
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p2 = 0 (16.8) 
The equation (16.8) together with the restrictions (16.4)

1 
and (16.7) describes a massless 2+ particle. Now using (16.1)
 
in the form
 
= 
O (16.9)
 
we can rewrite the equations (16.7) and (16.8) in the form
 
R = 0 (16.10) 
where
 
R- = Pp -, (16.11)
 
is the linear and flat space form of the curvatore tensor in 
general relativity. 
If the reality of the # {ab, is not assumed then the contraction 
of (16.1) with respect to the indices p and v yield 
PpY1 = 3 (16.12) 
Using this in (16.1) and the equation obtained from (11.7) by
 
setting p=X=O, we obtain the results
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ppyp~~y~pY + 91 pa(5 g.VpyG11-gptpyUV-g1VypG)=0(1.3 
-pYlpp loY (16.13)1 
2 4 a 7 a Z9+ 1 )P YPV 3 VP yT pP Yu)-c gP = 0 (16.14) 
By operating on (16.13) P and then eliminating the resulting 
expression for y from (16.14) we obtain 
2 
pa , 44 (ppy;p ppp) 
- 4--(p p Y-y ) = 0 (16.15) 
which implies the equations
 
p2 0
= 

p p p - pP =p= 0 (16.16)
 
The equations (16.16) are satisfied by (16.12). 
 Thus together with
 
(16.4) and (16.12) the equations (16.16) provide eight5 conditions 
on the wave function or the "gravitational potentials" yp . There­
fore, like any other massless particle of any spin, the graviton
 
has two independent states of polarization.
 
17. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 
The detailed discussion of the wave equation for all the
 
particles (hadrons, leptons, photon, graviton,....) first presented
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in I, has been continued here. From the G-symmetry (= S0(3,2) 0 
U(3,1)) point of view all free particles can be put into three 
classes: 
(i) 	 For massless particles of all spins, the special case of
 
p=O, X=0, the G-symmetry is exactly broken.
 
(ii) 	 For massive leptons (pZ<l) the G-symmetry is badly broken. 
(iii) 	 For hadrons (pH> 1 ) the G-symmetry is approximately broken. 
All free leptons belong to the [4zN] reducible representations 
of G. All free baryons belong to the [4B,N] reducible rep­
resentations of G and all the free mesons as well as photon,
 
graviton,... belong to the [5,N] and [10,N] reducible representations
 
of G. Furthermore we have seen that in the space of s,4ZZ, charge, 
etc. all baryons and also all mesons are identical particles 
obeying a "super-exclusion principle". The wave function of any 
pair of baryons, or pair of mesons is anti-symmetrical with respect 
to an interchange of their respective quantum numbers s,Z, 0 ... 
Thus the super-exclusion principle can form the basis for the meson 
and baryon proliferation. The limiting case p=- as pointed out
 
in I results in the Dirac or Kemmer type of equation depending on
 
the representation of the G-symmetry. However, the limiting case 
p=0, X=0 leads for the [5,4], [5,6], [5,10], [5,15] to Maxwell's 
equations and for the [5,20] to. the wave equation for a 2+ massless
 
particle, the graviton. In fact, the result for the [5,20] has been
 
expressed in terms of the linearized form of Einstein's field 
equations in general relativity.
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The limiting case p=O, X=O, in the free massive lepton and 
the baryon wave equations (1.3) and (1.4) yield the equations
 
F1yY p = 0 , (17.1) 
and
 
r Yl1Vp =0O , (17.2) 
which, without any coupling between the states and b' can not 
by themselves lead to meaningful results. In fact both (1.3),
 
(1.4) and also (17.1) and (17.2) have the same principle quantum
 
numbers [No,N] which is not the case for the [5,N] and [10,N]
 
where N assumes different values. Therefore a real physical
 
situation (i.e. the presence of interaction) does require a coupling
 
between the equations (1.3) and (1.4) to describe weak interactions.
 
The coupling in question, because of the requirement of Lorentz
 
invariance, is between [4,,N] and [ 4 b,N] where N is the same for 
both leptonic and baryonic supermultiplets. It must be observed 
that the requirement of identical N for the . and b-supermultiplets 
does not rule out the possibility of weak interaction of a higher
 
level b-multiplet with a lower level k-multiplet. The periodicity
 
of the level structure does allow intersupermultiplet interactions.
 
Furthermore, the lowest supermultiplets, because of (17.1) and 
(17.2), in the weak interaction of leptons and baryons are [4,4]
 
and [ 4 b,4 1 . The levels [4£,J] and [ 4 b' 1 ] do not appear directly, 
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except through the periodicity in the higher levels. Hence we
1 
see that this theory predicts two different s = - two-component 
neutrinos. All of the above points and application of the same 
ideas to the strong interactions will be amplified in the next
 
paper.
 
For the baryons, as seen in figure 1 and in the corresponding 
mass formulas for the various supermultiplets, the mass region in
 
the neighborhood of m is, for both parities, densely populated. 
All of these, with the right parities, are found to be fittable
 
with m assuming the mass value in the range 1650 to 1700 Mev. The 
five p 3 baryons of equal mass in the [4,15] and also the 
two JP= baryons in [4,10] fall into line with the experimental 
range of mass measurements. The situation with the mesons presents
 
the same kind of picture. At this point we do not anticipate a 
strenuous effort in establishing further accord between this theory 
and the experiment. The presence of a normal spin-parity series
 
0+(JP = , 1-, 2+ ) in the [5,15] has a good candidate for it in the 
1270-1300 Mev region, e.g. the A2 . Of the 50 mesons analyzed so
 
far only ten JP = 0- have been predicted. The theory also predicts 
JP = 2- mesons for which there is no strong experimental evidence 
at present. 
In both figures 1 and 2 different supermultiplets may be
 
related by means of the internal symmetries for which, we believe,
 
the theory does contain sufficient provisions. Therefore the
 
various members of, for example, pions and kaons should lie in
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different supermultiplets. Thus a plane through the equal spin
 
and equal parity mesons (or baryons) will contain internal super­
multiplets in contrast to the space-time supermultiplets which lie
 
in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the concentric cylinders. 
The latter supermultiplets contain particles of different spins
 
and parities but belong to the same representation of the G-symmetry. 
No one supermultiplet (internal or space-time) can be defined (i.e.
 
s, Z,4, Oe , internal quantum numbers) completely without the other. 
The algebraic structure of the mass levels for the baryons 
and mesons are shown in their sum rules. The sum rules for the 
baryons are linear in the inverse masses, whilst for the mesons the 
sum rules are obtained in terms of the squares- of the inverse masses. 
This proverty prevails throughout all the supermultiplets. Further­
more, the recurrence of the lower level mass relations in the higher 
levels like the recurrence of the [4,1], [4,6] in [4,101, [4,15] 
and [4,4] in [4,20], and similar recurrences in the meson spectra, 
should aid in the identification of the members with similar properties 
but in different supermultiplets. This periodic nature of the hadron
 
spectroscopy which extends through the entire spectrum of the G-syrmmetry 
is a fundamental result of the theory. The periodocity discussed
 
for the hadrons is also valid for the leptons and will provide a
 
desirable flexibility for the concept of interaction in this theory. 
Finally, we must point out that the representation of SO(3,2)
 
as well as of the Kemmer-Duffin algebra (1.7) by the set of ten 
matrices 8 and B implies the existence of integral spin lepton
5 11'1 
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supermultiplets [5£,N] with similar properties as the [4,,N]. It 
is quite reasonable to assume that the [5,,N] are coupled to 
matter very weakly. For example, the so far unobserved W-boson
 
(or the integral spin leptons) can be classified within the super­
multiplets [5,N]. Furthermore the presence of [5zN] and [1O,N]
 
type of particles could imply the existence of new kinds of weak
 
interactions violating various discrete symmetries and in particular
 
they may be related to the riddles of the various kaon decays.
 
The next paper of this series, besides leptons, will discuss
 
the weak, strong and electromagnetic interactions as inferred from
 
this theory. In particular we shall derive the sum rules for the 
magnetic moments of the baryon supermultiplets.
 
The author wishes to thank Dr. A. Perlmutter for his efforts 
via numerical analysis and also an in depth search of the existing 
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observations.
 
